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ABSTRACT: Movements in geological areas are often caused by shear zones deep in the
underground or by hardly observable slipping zones. Detection of movements reaching critical
values is of crucial importance to avoid losses and harms. Optical sensor fibers with gauge
lengths of several meters or even distributed fiber-optic sensors with gauge lengths of hundreds
of meters allow detecting deformation of such zones with quite good resolution. The paper
presents a new technology of detecting deformations and movements in soil or rock massifs.
The core part of the sensing system is a tiny pultruded rod with an outer diameter of 3 mm to
6 mm. It contains two fiber-optic sensor systems. One sensor system is used for permanent
online measurement and provides integral strain information along the whole length of the rod;
in case of critical deformations, it provides a warning signal. The second sensing system uses
fiber-optic Bragg grating (FBG) strain sensors located close to the expected shear zone. This
measurement system will be activated after the warning signal has been initiated by the integral
strain measurement system. The FBG strain sensor system records then resulting deformations
in detail. The sensing rod containing both sensor systems can be installed in a borehole to detect
beginning soil movements automatically. The electronic equipment is powered by a solar panel;
the amount of deformation in soil or rock formations can be estimated from the strain change
measured in the sensor fibers. The effectiveness of this warning system will be shown using the
example of a critically sliding slope in an open brown coal pit in Germany.
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INTRODUCTION

In geo-engineering, slopes, sinkholes and ground movements can become a great challenge. In
the past, failure of rock slopes or big coal pit areas, or ground settlements in mining regions
caused economic as well as social disasters. Damaging processes must therefore be detected as
early as possible. Fiber-optic sensors with gauge lengths of several meters or distributed fiberoptic sensors with gauge lengths of even hundreds of meters until a few kilometers allow
detecting deformation with quite good resolution. If higher resolutions in strain or deformation
are needed, highly sophisticated distributed sensing methods can be combined with local strain
sensors so that deformations can be resolved with sufficient high resolution.
Another important aspect concerns the installation of the sensing element. In geotechnical areas,
installation in the ground can be very expensive or even technically complex and timeconsuming. If critical slopes with shear zones deep in the underground have to be observed,
sensor fibers are usually installed horizontally close to the area to be observed. In order to

improve the information about sliding activities in the ground with severe consequence of a
landslide, a simple, safe and economical method for early detection of slope deformations was
developed. To overcome some disadvantages of conventional monitoring systems for ground
movements, fiber-optic measurement technology was used. Optical fibers are electrically
passive and cannot be influenced by lightning strokes just close to water reservoirs or artificial
lakes. Also the high chemical and thermal resistance can be important in some application cases.
In order to observe critical geological areas and detect possibly dangerous areas, the
measurement systems should work automatically and allow online access to the data. Because
measurement systems should be cheap, a simple monitoring technology that only shows
deformation trends and critical stages is used. If a critical state is detected, another more precise
measurement system delivers precise information. This second system can be operated offline
and will only be used when the online measurement system shows uncommon situations.
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REQUIREMENTS AND CORRESPONDING MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGIES

Sensors for observation of large areas have to be designed to get transferred the movement or
deformation of the underground, rock, or any soft material in general. That means, the sensors
must accommodate the deformation of the surrounding ground. A special methodology to
transfer the deformation into the sensing element must be applied. The sensors must also be
robust and meet all ambient conditions. To get a warning system, the sensor system must have
an online capability and enable high precision measurements. The developed strain
measurement method is therefore based on the combination of two different fiber-optic strain
measurement methodologies that enable, on the one hand, distributed online measurement and
provide, on the other hand, precise data by separate offline measurement. Both sensor fibers are
embedded in the same tiny rod that can be positioned in a drilled hole.
Figure 1 shows the two independent fiber-optic measuring systems. There is a) an onlineworking integral length measuring (ILM) system that indicates deformation, and b) a chain of
FBG strain sensors installed in the zone with expected deformation or sliding activity. The ILM
system is based on measuring the angular phase shift between the input and output light in the
optical fiber. Length changes of the optical fiber can be calculated from phase shift changes.
Because the optical fiber is installed in the sensor rod as a loop, the length of optical fiber is
almost two times of the depth of the borehole. Details about the integral length measuring
system were described by Jentsch et al., (2013).
If the integral length measurement system shows a deformation exceeding the defined limits
during the automatic (online) monitoring, sliding surfaces and zones being responsible for
critical ground movements can be concluded. To be able to localize and quantify such critical
deformations, and even measure the direction of the deformation, the second sensor system in
the rod contains fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) strain sensor that can be used to measure the strain
deformation of the rod in the sliding zone with high accuracy. The only presumption is to have
rough information where about the zone to be detected and measured is, because the FBG
sensors must be located just in that area. The FBG sensor technology is widely used and was
often described. Commercially available interrogators can be used, and the strain in the FBG is
represented by a shift in the optical wavelength but calibrated in metric strain values. In this
way, strain profiles along the chain of several fiber Bragg grating strain sensors can be
recognized. A comprehensive overview about important parameters and characteristics of FBG
strain sensors can be found in the IEC standard 61757-2. Fiber optic sensors - Part 2-1: Strain
measurement-Fibre Bragg grating.

Figure 1. Principle of the fiber-optic geotechnical measuring system.
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SENSOR ROD

The biggest challenge is designing the sensor rod and its fixation to the ground. Even if the
measurement technology is excellent, the sensor fibers must be applicable under very harsh onsite conditions, and the deformation must reliably be transferred into the sensor fibers. For that
purpose, a special sensor rod containing the sensor fibers was developed and prepared for
installation in the borehole during the drilling process. The first step is to get a robust rod
applicable on-site. The most successful way of integration the sensing fibers into the rod was
using a thin rod manufactured as a pultruded material. The fibers were embedded during the
continuous pultrusion process. Of course, the fibers can be positioned under an angle of 120° to
be able to detect deformation perpendicular to the axis of the rod (called GeoStab). Figure 2
schematically shows the cross-section of such a rod with one embedded glass fiber.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the GeoStab.

The GeoStab can be covered with sand for improving the bonding to the surrounding material.
Before the GeoStab was ready for installation on-site, few technological and reliability
problems had to be solved. One question was how precisely the fiber can be positioned in the
rod. The other question is how reliable is the strain transfer from the pultruded rod into the
sensing fibers. These problems had to be clarified before the rod could be used as a warning
system. Few aspects are described in other publications, e.g. by Habel et al., (2011).
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MONITORING OF A SLIDING COAL PIT SLOPE

After a number of successful small-scale and large-scale tests in test areas where soil
movements were artificially generated and results from the new fiber-optic strain measurement
methods could be compared with classical inclinometer measurements, the sensor system was
installed in a moving slope of an open cast brown coal mine in Germany. The test under real
conditions had to confirm the design and/or to show potentials of further optimization. For
reference measurements, inclinometer results were used again (see figure 3, right).

Figure 3. View to the sliding area of the brown coal pit; picture right shows the location of the installed
classical inclinometer and the fiber-optic GeoStab.

The problematic zone to be observed is shown in figure 4. The red zig-zag line shows the course
of the sliding zone in the underground, and the black vertical line marks the planned position of
the GeoStab. This model was needed to plan the installation of the GeoStab with both fiberoptic measuring systems: the FBG strain sensor chain and integral length measuring (ILM)
system.

Figure 4. Rough model of the slope with the sliding zone (all measures in meter).

Figure 5 shows the situation at the measurement point before drilling the hole for the GeoStab.
The borehole was drilled 30 m deep, close to the inclinometer. This small spatial distance to the
inclinometer system should enable good comparison of data from both measurement systems.
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Figure 5. Measuring points at the slope.

Before the GeoStab was inserted into the borehole, it was reeled off from the cable reel and
placed flat to the ground to set the spacers between the two sensor rods. At the sensor end
(bottom end of the sensor rods), a deflection element is positioned that fixes the bended fibers to
return the signal (figure 6, left).

Figure 6. Left: Sensor rods placed on the ground before insertion into the borehole. Right: Insertion of the
GeoStab into the borehole.

In order to avoid damaging the GeoStab (sensor rods), the rods must not be stressed or strained.
At the bottom end, the deflection element provides enough mass to tear the rods down and hold
them straight. The lowering of the rods was done by using suspension wires. When the GeoStab
was positioned, the borehole was filled with a special grout - called “Weimarer Bodenmörtel®”.
This material was specially developed for sensor applications in geotechnical areas to get better
strain transfer conditions between soil and sensor rods. This special grout is a further
modification of soil-binder mixtures, has soil-like properties, and adjusts the deformation
characteristics of the ground and the sensor material.
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DATA COLLECTION AND RESULTS

After installation and connecting the optical fibers to the automatic measurements system, the
ILM sensor collected data continuously. The electronic equipment is hidden in a plastic box
(figure 7, left) and powered by a solar panel (figure 7, right). The data are transmitted
automatically to the central measuring station via a mobile communication network. Because
the integral length measurement system has shown a quite large movement already shortly after
installation, it was decided to take twice a week data from the precise FBG strain sensor chain to
be able to follow the ground movements better, and also to evaluate the behavior of the FBG
sensor chain. In future commercial use of this two-stage system, FBG measurements will only
be carried out, if a predefined limit of the ILM is exceeded. This saves time and expenses.

Figure 7. Automatic data recording station next to the borehole (left), powered by a solar panel (right).
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Figure 8 shows the deformation changes for a period of five days in autumn 2013. It can be seen
that the integral sensor length increased up to 0.8 mm in this short period. However, few values
scattered quite strong. Figure 9 shows the strain in the FBG sensor chain installed in the
GeoStab in immediate vicinity of the ILM sensor. Different from the ILM sensor, the FBG
strain sensors show a non-linear strain distribution in the installed sensor rod. This reveals that
there is some movement activity in the soil at a depth between 17.29 m and 17.89 m below
ground; and means that the slope should be carefully observed.

Date

Figure 8. Length changes of the ILM sensor.

Figure 9. Strain changes in the sensor rod with integrated FBG sensors. The positions of the single FBG
sensors are expressed in meters depth below ground (numbers left in the graph).

Figure 10 shows the comparison of measuring results gained from FBG strain sensors and the
inclinometer installed in this area of soil activity. Quite good convergence can be stated.
Measurement data provided by the sensor systems only show strain changes in the sensor rods.
The deformation in the sliding zone, e.g. the horizontal displacement can be calculated from
these values by using a simplified Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. From previous tests by Jentsch
et al. (2013), the adequate match of the calculation results (deformation and strain) with test
measurement results in different bore holes could be shown. For this purpose, a Mohr-Coulomb
material model was applied; the calculation was performed by using a finite element program.

Figure 10. Comparison between measurement results recorded by FBG sensors (graph in the center) and
inclinometer (right graph). The schematic picture left shows the structure in along the borehole.

It has to be noted that the installation was carried out under very difficult conditions after a long
period with heavy rainfalls. After a measurement period of 8 months, the movements increased

significantly with the danger of landslide so that the area had to be abandoned. The installed
measurement system was lost, but it has surprisingly fast shown how online monitoring can
contribute to enhance the safety of geotechnical areas with significant risks. Figure 11 gives an
impression about the heavy movements in the slope area occurring finally at its surface, few
months later than the installed monitoring system has already shown dangerous movements.

Figure 11. Heavily damaged slope monitored by the vertically installed fiber-optic GeoStab.
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CONCLUSIONS

Fiber-optic measurement methods allow effective and efficient online detection of critical
ground deformations. They provide early warning if catastrophic failure is expected. Such
systems can be installed as stand-alone systems, or redundantly to traditionally used in-situ
monitoring systems for discontinuous monitoring of endangered embankments and slopes. The
new measurement system bases on the combination of two fiber-optic sensor technologies.
Small-scale and large-scale test have confirmed the functionality and shown fairly good
agreement of the sensor system results with those of classical inclinometer sensors and of
numerical simulations. Thus, it is a suitable method for monitoring of soil movements.
The combined measurement systems allow online detecting of changes in the sliding area from
length changes of an installed sensor rod with an optical fiber loop based on an integral length
measurement system (ILM). If the deformation of the rod is reaching a well-defined threshold,
an alarm is triggered and the second sensor system with higher accuracy is activated. The
second system is based on FBG strain sensors positioned as a strain sensor chain in the expected
sliding area. These two fiber-optic systems were installed in a sliding slope of an open brown
coal pit to observe a critical zone in the underground. The system showed quite high movement
of the slope and could give the necessary warning that the slope is in a very critical state. So it
helped to avoid catastrophic failure of this critical area with possibly devastating consequences.
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